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SUMMARY

The influence of others on changing one’s views is
magnified when living in society since cooperation
and identification within a social group is necessary
for someone to feel accepted. In a previous study
done in our high school two years ago, teenagers
did not show conformist behavior in non-ambiguous
situations (1). We wanted to evaluate conformity using
social dilemmas to continue this previous research.
We hypothesized that teenagers would follow others’
influence—changing their initial opinion to belong to
the group—particularly with increasing ambiguity of
the dilemma. Forty-two high school students were
tested by confronting them with three different social
dilemmas. The initial position of the students after
we presented the dilemmas was identified. Then,
students were asked to discuss the dilemma out loud,
expressing their initial opinions. Two “confederates”
per group, who were previously asked in private
to argue against the majority’s opinion, voiced
their contradictory opinion. Afterwards, students
were asked again for their positions to see if their
opinions had changed. We found variations in the
proportions of students that changed their initial
opinions depending on the dilemma. Furthermore,
we found that both majority and minority influence
could be responsible for changing the student’s initial
position. This change was dependent mainly on moral
arguments given by the majority or minority and not
by the size of the group. Therefore, we were unable
to confirm our initial hypothesis that teenagers would
show conformist behavior to feel part of a group,
since conversion by minority influence, rather than
conformity by majority influence, prevailed.
INTRODUCTION
For humans, being part of a group is important because
it provides us identity, security, and structure, and satisfies
our needs for affection, care, and belonging (2). Changing
your opinion in support of the group’s opinion is known as
conformity behavior and occurs as a mechanism developed
by individuals to feel part of a group (3).
There are two forms of social influence that affect
individuals: majority influence and minority influence (4, 5).
Causing minorities to conform is accomplished by majority
influence while changing the majority to agree with minorities
is recognized as minority influence (4). Majority influence is

responsible for conformity and public compliance, whereas
minority influence results in conversion (5). In the social
influence context, conversion refers to the process of
changing your point of view to a different one that implies a
true change in your opinion (6). Both majority and minority
influence are important for society. Majority influence allows
morals, religion, or legality within social norms to regulate
and harmonize the coexistence of people in a certain society;
there are even essential standards almost universal in all
cultures to support peaceful life (7). Nevertheless, minority
influence is also important as a form of social change, since it
usually involves a personal shift in opinion and is often viewed
as a more creative form of social change (4).
Changing individual points of view to a majority position
is due to two assumptions: the first is that majority judgment
gives information about reality and therefore are probably
correct. The second, that individuals want to be accepted and
avoid disapproval (3). But exposure to minority viewpoints
makes individuals consider different perspectives and
encourages flexible thinking (8). Minority influence can cause
a conversion of individual points of view by two reasons: the
first is the consistency of judgments by a minority showing a
clear view of reality, and the second is by an unwillingness to
yield or compromise concerning the position (9).
Another important factor that can influence individuals to
change their position is the degree of security or certainty
an individual has on its answers. The more difficult the task
or the more ambiguous the stimulus, individuals are more
likely to look to others as sources of information regarding
appropriate courses of action and show conformist behavior
(10). Experiments in social psychology have shown that most
participants changed their opinions when faced with opposing
opinions in a greater number or when faced with hierarchy
or authority, even in cases without arguments that endorsed
those different opinions (3).
A study that investigated the different contributors for
majority or minority influence found that the differences
between majority and minority influence are not only due to
group size and prevailing opinions of the majority, but also
needed to consider the context and exposure to minority
views (11). When people attend to more aspects of a situation,
they reexamine and can take better decisions and minority
views, therefore, raise greater thought about the issue (11).
In a previous study done in our high school two years
ago, teenagers did not show conformist behavior in nonambiguous situations (1). In this cited study, teenagers were
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presented with the Solomon Asch visual test and a simple
math test; these tests were done with the help of actors known
as confederates, representing majority influence, that were
asked to say the wrong answer out loud before the participant
gave their answer. It was expected that teenagers changed
their minds due to confederates’ influence but this was not
observed, and teenagers kept their answers (1). The authors
indicated that one possibility for observing non-conformity
was that the situations tested were no-ambiguous so majority
influence was less likely to change individuals’ answers (1).
As a follow-up of this study, we wanted to evaluate conformity
in social situations rather than non-ambiguous tests.
To evaluate majority and minority influence on changing
individual opinions in different complex social dilemmas,
this research asked whether teenagers would follow others’
influence to belong to a group and whether they would
change their initial opinions in a social situation, particularly
when social dilemmas became more ambiguous. The results
indicated that changing individuals’ opinions depended not
only on the controversy degree of the social dilemma but
also on moral arguments presented by majority and minority
influences rather than the size of the group.

RESULTS
To evaluate majority and minority influence on teenagers’
judgment in social dilemmas of different complexity, high
school students were confronted with three social dilemmas
with different social reasoning complexity. After confronting
them with the situations they had to show their opinion.
When discussing it out loud in the group, two pre-selected
confederates voiced their opinion against the majority. The
students could change or stay with their decision for each
social dilemma.
The first dilemma was presented in the form of a short
video that showed a family who shows discrimination against
a man of different ethnicity while waiting on a bench in a
clinic (12) The second dilemma presented was also shown
in a short video in which a policewoman was risking her own
life to save a young man trying to commit suicide (13). The
third dilemma presented was a hypothetical description in
which the students witnessed a bank robbery by a man and
later found out that all the money stolen was donated to an
orphanage (14).
The initial positions for all of the presented social
dilemmas showed a higher percentage of students being
against the presented conflicts (Table 1).
We argue that the more similar the percentages of the two
opposite positions (in favor or against), the more ambiguity
or controversy the social dilemma held for the students. The
testing order was first the discrimination dilemma, second the
stop suicide dilemma, and third the bank robbery dilemma.
The order of controversy, from less to more controversial,
using the difference in proportions between in favor or against
in each dilemma was first the discrimination dilemma, second

the bank robbery dilemma, and third the stop suicide dilemma
(Table 1).
% initial
in favor

% initial
against

Testing
order

Controversy
degree

Discriminate

14

86

1st

Less

Stop suicide

36

64

2nd

Medium–High

Report robbery

21

79

3rd

Medium

Social dilemma

Table 1: Initial position, testing order and degree of controversy for
the different social dilemmas. The initial positions for the presented
social dilemmas showed a higher percentage of opinions going
against by the students. The order in which social dilemmas were
presented to students was: first, the discrimination case, second, the
stop a suicide attempt, and third, the report a bank robbery. The order
of controversy of dilemmas, from less to more controversial was: first
the discrimination dilemma, second the bank robbery dilemma, and
third the stop suicide dilemma.

The change in initial position due to majority influence or
minority influence after confederates voiced their arguments
depended on the social dilemma (Table 2).
		
Initial
position

Not change
poisition

Change by
majority from
in favor to go
against

Change by
minority from
in favor to go
against

Dilemma 1: Should a family discriminate against appearance?
Against

36

32

-

4

In Favor

6

1

5

-

Dilemma 2: Should a policeman stop a suicide attempt?
Against

27

18

-

9

In Favor

15

13

2

-

Dilemma 3: Should you report a bank robbery
even if the money goes to an orphanage?
Against

33

7

-

26

In Favor

9

7

2

-

Table 2: Initial position and change in position for the different social
dilemmas according to majority or minority influence. The change in
the initial position depended on the social dilemma. The discrimination
dilemma had fewer students changing their initial position, and the
change in opinion was almost the same due to majority or minority
influence. For the suicide dilemma, the proportion of students
changing their opinion showed some increase, and most of the
changes in opinion were due to minority influence. The bank robbery
dilemma presented the higher proportion of students changing their
initial position, most students changed their initial position from being
against to go in favor of reporting the robbery, persuaded by minority
influence.

For the discrimination dilemma, 21% of students changed
their initial position, and the influence in changing students’
own opinions was almost the same by majority (5 persons
changed) or minority groups (4 persons changed). For the
suicide dilemma the proportion of students changing their
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own opinion increased to 26%, but most of the changes in
opinion were by minority influence (9 persons changed) that
convinced students to go in favor of stopping a suicide; the
majority influence to go against stopping the suicide was
much less (only 2 persons changed). For the bank robbery
dilemma, 67% of students changed their initial position from
being against reporting the robbery to go in favor of reporting
the robbery. In this case, almost all students who changed
their initial position (26 out of 28) were persuaded by the
confederates’ minority and not by the majority opinion.
More students kept their initial opinion for the least
controversial issue (discrimination) and the influence by
majority or minority was almost the same (Figure 1). But
more students changed their initial opinion for the more
controversial issues (suicide and bank robbery). Minority
influence was more important for changing students’ initial
opinions for the bank robbery dilemma than for the suicide
dilemma (Figure 1). Changing or not initial opinion and
changing their opinion by majority or minority is dependent on
the social dilemma presented, (p < 0.0001, chi-squared test;
Figure 1). Of the 42 high school students participating in this
experiment, 10 never changed their initial opinion and were
not influenced by others (24%) and only 1 student changed
his initial opinion all 3 times, going with the minority influence
for all 3 dilemmas (Tables 1–2).

Figure 1: Change in position for each dilemma after discussion,
as influenced by majority or minority (confederates). The less
controversial discrimination dilemma showed the lower proportion of
opinions being changed by social influence; as the dilemma became
more complex for the bank robbery and the suicide dilemma, fewer
students kept their initial position and this change in opinion was
dependent on the moral arguments presented by minority or majority
influence and not the size of the group (chi-square test, p < 0.0001).

DISCUSSION
This research was done as a follow up of the research
done in the same high school two years ago, where teenagers
did not show conformist behavior in non-ambiguous
situations (1). In this cited study, using visual line tests and
simple math tests, students were expected to change their
initial answer by majority influence, but only 9% of teenagers
showed conformist behavior, changing their initial answers for
both tests (1). Authors argued that this change in expected
behavior could be due to several factors, including cultural
changes, group identification, and more individualism

observed in teenagers in present societies, but also that the
tests used were non-ambiguous and presented no dilemmas,
therefore adolescents did not display conformist behavior
(1). The authors suggested continuing this study using
more ambiguous situations for testing social influence (1).
Therefore, we wanted to evaluate conformist behavior as well
as minority influence in more complex social situations as a
follow-up research.
Our first expectation was that more students would
change their initial position as the complexity of the dilemma
increased. This was based on the fact that the identity of an
individual is formed by all personal values and group values,
including religion or moral standards that mark the type of
decisions that an individual has (15). Since all students who
participated were teenagers, we thought they did not have
a strong criterion established to defend their opinions in a
discussion and therefore would be influenced to change
their initial position, but this was not always the case. Many
students kept their initial opinion on the discrimination and
suicide dilemmas but most of them changed their opinion in
the bank robbery dilemma (Figure 1).
During the discussions after the cases were presented,
it was interesting to witness the social phenomenon that
appeared in the groups. We could see how people felt insecure
and rejected from their ideas to the point of changing position
for what they considered better and stronger arguments,
mainly presented by the confederates that represented the
minority influence. The conversion produced by a minority
implies a real change of judgments or opinions (6) rather than
compliance.
The proportion of students that changed their initial
position varied with the complexity of the dilemma (Tables
1–2). Nevertheless, this change cannot be attributed only to
conformist behavior due to majority influence or to increased
ambiguity of the dilemma. A possible better explanation is
that the change in opinion in more complex dilemmas was a
consequence of minority influence due to conversion (5).
In the discrimination situation with low complexity (Table
1), only 21% of students changed their original position; of
the students who changed their initial opinion, half did so by
majority influence and half by minority influence (Table 2). In
this scenario, it was harder for the confederates representing
the minority to present valid arguments to convince students to
accept discrimination, since there was very little ambiguity in
this social situation, but some students were still influenced by
the unexpected arguments of the confederates (for example,
family was protecting the child from contagious diseases since
they were in a clinic). For students that changed their initial
position for being in favor of discrimination to being against
discrimination, they did it by majority influence (comments
included the realization by others that discrimination is never
right, and there is no justification to discriminate based on
appearance), thus showing conformist behavior. The video
about discrimination had a low level of contradiction, as it was
almost obvious to predict the posture participants would take;
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the proportion of students that changed their opinion was
much lower than the proportion of students that maintained
their own judgment (Figure 1, Table 2).
The most controversial situation was the suicide dilemma
(Table 1). Of all students, 26% changed their initial position,
and most of them changed it from being against stopping the
suicide to being in favor of stopping the suicide, influenced
by the minority (Table 2). The difference in the amount of
behavior guided by majority influence is related to the size
of the social group: the larger the group of one opinion, the
greater conformity is observed (16). Nevertheless, in this
case, the difference in group size between the majority group
and the minority group was less than for the other dilemmas
(Table 2) making it more difficult to expect majority influence.
Also, the complexity of the problem influences the change
in position: the greater the difficulty in the task, the greater
the conformists’ behavior (17). However, this was not the
case in this research, and minority influence by conversion
prevailed over majority influence by conformity. This change
in opinion favoring stopping suicide by minority influence can
be explained by arguments presented by the minority that had
higher moral values, indicating that it is more ethical to save a
life than to ignore the situation, and that suicide is a complex
issue. Thus, even when the majority was against stopping
the suicide initially, the arguments of the majority were not
enough to cause conformist behavior, and minority influence
prevailed for students that changed their initial opinion.
Initially, 64% of students believed that suicide is an
individual decision and should not be stopped by others, but
after the discussion, only 45% of students kept this opinion.
This initial thinking could also indicate the prevalence of
individualism and the increasing absence of fellowship and
solidarity in young generations (18).
The bank robbery dilemma, with a medium complexity
level (Table 1), was the one that presented the highest
proportion in opinion change (67%), with an overwhelming
majority of students changing their initial position by minority
influence. This indicates conversion of opinions when the
minority, supported by confederates, presented stronger
arguments compared to the arguments of the initial majority.
Four major factors that give the minority its power: being
consistent in expressing the minority opinion, being confident
about the correctness of the views presented, being unbiased
and reasonable when presenting ideas, and resisting the
social pressure of the majority to change the minority views
(6). The initial position of the majority of high school students
being against reporting the bank robbery (Table 2) could be
explained by a position of teenager rebellion against authority
and societal norms, which in some degree is expected during
adolescence (19), even more, if this rebellion is with a cause
that seems fair. The change in opinion in the bank robbery
dilemma from not reporting it to reporting it was mainly
influenced by minority confederates (Figure 1) convincing
students with stronger moral arguments and presenting a
different point of view not seen initially by the students (the

end does not justify the means, money in the bank does
not belong to the bank but belongs to other people, and so
on). Also, confederates representing the minority were very
effective in presenting their opposite points of view and were
unwilling to change their position, thus increasing the odds of
influencing students.
Although teenagers were influenced to change their initial
opinions, and the proportion of change varied depending on
the different dilemmas presented, most of the changes were
due to minority influence rather than majority influence.
Therefore, we were unable to confirm our initial hypothesis
that conformist behavior will prevail in teenagers when
presenting with ambiguous social dilemmas. When teenagers
changed their initial position, it was mainly by conversion
when presented with different points of view and not by
conformity to feel part of a group. All high school students
knew each other, so maybe they were not intimidated by the
group size, and therefore conformity was not a determinant,
because students already felt secure about belonging to
the high school group. For future research, we suggest
comparing different generations to evaluate if majority and
minority influence changes according to age, assessing
majority and minority influence with persons that do not know
each other, comparing if there are gender differences, and
evaluating if individualism and rebelliousness in teenagers
play an important role in initial points of view for different
social dilemmas.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We evaluated the influence of majority and minority on
individual judgment in three social dilemmas. A total of 42
volunteer students (both genders) from 15–19 years old from
Tecnologico de Monterrey high school Campus Cuernavaca,
Mexico, were chosen randomly to participate in a psychological
experiment in reason judgment. The 42 students were divided
into 3 groups of 14 students. In each group, there were
additionally two “confederates” (also high school students)
integrated, who acted as a minority and who were previously
instructed to take an opposite posture to the majority posture
in each statement; the 14 students did not know the position
of the 2 confederates. These two persons were not included
in the analyzed data. We informed all student volunteers that
they would receive individual formats in which they should
anonymously write their answers for the experiment. Three
situations of controversial social issues that went from a
basic reasoning level (almost obvious answers) to a more
complex one, were shown to the sixteen students, fourteen
subjects and two confederates, with two rounds of questions
for each one. The first dilemma was shown in a two-minute
video where a family showed discrimination against a man
of different ethnicity while waiting on a bench of a clinic (12)
and the students needed to decide if they were in favor or
against the family’s attitude. The second dilemma presented
was a two-minute video in which a policewoman risked her
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own life to save a young man trying to commit suicide (13),
and the students needed to decide if they were in favor or
against stopping the suicide. The third dilemma presented
was a hypothetical description presented in text form: “We are
witnesses of how a man robs a bank. However, we observe
that the thief does not keep the money, but instead gives it to
an orphanage that lacks the resources to support the orphans
who live in it. We can report the robbery, but if we do, it is likely
that the money that the orphanage can now use to feed and
care for the children must be returned.” The students needed
to decide if they were in favor or against reporting the robbery
(14).
After each social dilemma was presented to the students,
we paused to ask students if they were in favor or against
the social dilemma presented. Then, each participant filled
out an individual form with an honest and personal judgment.
After the 14 participants finished with the first part of the
experiment, we asked the students to discuss out loud for 3
minutes their opinions of the social situation. The participants’
posture was announced, and the two confederates adopted
an opposite posture to the group to affect the position of the
majority of the students. Then all students debated for another
2–3 minutes and we asked the students to write their position
again, in the anonymous format, and explain why they did or
did not change their initial position in an open question. We
conducted the same process for all three dilemmas. At last,
the answers were collected and analyzed.
The data were analyzed using chi-square test of
independence, with a significance level of 0.05 and the chisquare test function from Microsoft Office Excel, 2016.
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